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Abstract
Domain adaptation is transfer learning which aims to
generalize a learning model across training and testing
data with different distributions. Most previous research
tackle this problem in seeking a shared feature represen-
tation between source and target domains while reducing
the mismatch of their data distributions. In this paper,
we propose a close yet discriminative domain adaptation
method, namely CDDA, which generates a latent feature
representation with two interesting properties. First, the
discrepancy between the source and target domain, mea-
sured in terms of both marginal and conditional probabil-
ity distribution via Maximum Mean Discrepancy is min-
imized so as to attract two domains close to each other.
More importantly, we also design a repulsive force term,
which maximizes the distances between each label depen-
dent sub-domain to all others so as to drag different class
dependent sub-domains far away from each other and
thereby increase the discriminative power of the adapted
domain. Moreover, given the fact that the underlying data
manifold could have complex geometric structure, we fur-
ther propose the constraints of label smoothness and geo-
metric structure consistency for label propagation. Exten-
sive experiments are conducted on 36 cross-domain image
classification tasks over four public datasets. The Com-
prehensive results show that the proposed method consis-
tently outperforms the state-of-the-art methods with sig-
nificant margins.
∗These first two authors contributed equally.
1 Introduction
Thanks to deep networks, recent years have witnessed
impressive progress in an increasing number of ma-
chine learning and computer vision tasks, e.g., image
classification[17, 9], object detection [4, 6], semantic seg-
mentation [3, 4, 21]. However, these impressive progress
have been made possible only when massive amount of
labeled training data are available and such a requirement
hampers their adoption to a number of real-life applica-
tions where labeled training data don’t exist or not enough
in quantity. On the other hand, manual annotation of large
training data could be extremely tedious and prohibitive
for a given application. An interesting solution to this
problem is transfer learning through domain adaptation
[16]), which aims to leverage abundant existing labeled
data from a different but related domain (source domain)
and generalize a predictive model learned from the source
domain to unlabeled target data (target domain) despite
the discrepancy between the source and target data distri-
butions.
The core idea of most proposed methods for domain
adaptation is to reduce the discrepancy between domains
and learn a domain-invariant predictive model from data.
State of the art has so far featured two mainstream algo-
rithms in reducing data distribution discrepancy: (1) fea-
ture representation transfer, which aims to find ”good”
feature representations to minimize domain differences
and the error of classification or regression models; and
(2) instance transfer, which attempts to re-weight some
”good” data from source domain, which may be useful
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Figure 1: Illustration of the major difference between our proposed method and previous state-of-the-art: The ge-
ometrical shape in round, triangle and square represents samples of different class labels. Cloud colored in red or
blue represents the source or target domain, respectively. The latent shared feature space is represented by ellipse.
The green ellipse illustrates the the latent feature space obtained by the previous approaches, whereas the purple one
illustrates the novel latent shared feature space by the proposed method. The upper part of both ellipses represents
the marginal distribution, while the lower part denotes the conditional distribution. As can be seen from the marginal
distribution in the lower part of Fig.1(b), samples with same label are clustered together while samples with different
labels, thus from different sub-domains, are separated. This is in contrast with the conditional distribution in the lower
part of Fig.1(a) where samples with different labels are completely mixed, thus making harder the discrimination of
samples of different labels.
for the target domain. It minimizes the distribution dif-
ferences by re-weighting the source domain data and then
trains a predictive model on the re-weighted source data.
In this paper, we are interested in feature representa-
tion transfer which seeks a domain invariant latent space,
while preserving at the same time important structure of
original data, e.g., data variance or geometry. Early meth-
ods, e.g., [1], propose a structural correspondence learn-
ing (SCL), which first defines a set of pivot features and
then identifies correspondences among features from dif-
ferent domains by modeling their correlations with the
pivot features. Later, transfer learning problems are ap-
proached via dimensionality reduction. [15] learns a
novel feature representation across domains in a Repro-
ducing Kernel Hilbert Space with the Maximum Mean
Discrepancy (MMD) measure [2], through the so-called
transfer component analysis (TCA). TCA [15] is an ex-
tension of [14], with the purpose to reduce computational
burden. [12] goes one step further and remarks that both
marginal and conditional distribution could be different
between the source and target domains. As a result, Joint
Distribution Adaptation (JDA) is proposed to jointly min-
imize the mismatches of marginal and conditional prob-
ability distributions. The previous research has thus so
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far only focused on matching marginal and/or conditional
distributions for transfer learning while ignoring the dis-
criminative properties to be reinforced between different
classes in the adapted domain.
In this paper, we propose to extract a latent shared fea-
ture space underlying the domains where the discrepancy
between domains is reduced but more importantly, the
original discriminative information between classes is si-
multaneously reinforced. Specifically, not only we seek
to find a shared feature space in minimizing the discrep-
ancy of both marginal and conditional probability distri-
butions as in JDA [12], but also introduce a discrimina-
tive model, called subsequently as repulsive force, in light
of the Fisher’s linear discriminant analysis (FLDA) [5].
This repulsive force drags the sub-domains with different
labels far away from each other in maximizing their dis-
tances measured in terms of MaximumMean Discrepancy
(MMD), thereby making more discriminative data from
different sub-domains. This is in clear contrast to the pre-
vious approaches as illustrated in Fig.1. Most previous
works, e.g.,JDA, only seek to align marginal or condi-
tional distributions between the source and target domain
and the resultant latent subspace therefore falls short in
terms of discrimination power as illustrated in the lower
part of the green ellipse of Fig.1(a), where samples of
different labels are all mixed up. In contrast, as can be
seen in the lower part of the purple ellipse of Fig.1(b),
the proposed method unifies the decrease of data distri-
bution discrepancy and the increase of the discriminative
property between classes into a same framework and finds
a novel latent subspace where samples with same label
are put close to each other while samples with different
labels are well separated. Moreover, given the fact that
the manifold of both source and target data in the shared
latent feature space could have complex geometric struc-
ture, we further propose label propagation based on the re-
spect of two constraints, namely label smoothness consis-
tency (LSC) and geometric structure consistency (GSC),
for the prediction of target data labels. That is, a good
label propagation should well preserve the label informa-
tion(constraint LSC) and not change too much from the
shared data manifold (constraint GSC).
To sum up, the contributions in this paper are threefold:
• A novel repulsive force is proposed to increase the
discriminative power of the shared latent subspace,
aside of decreasing both the marginal and condi-
tional distributions between the source and target do-
mains.
• Unlike a number of domain adaptation methods, e.g.,
JDA [12], which use Nearest Neighbor(NN) with
Euclidean distance to predict labels in target domain,
the prediction in the proposed model, is deduced via
label propagation in respect of the underlying data
manifold geometric structure.
• Extensive experiments are conducted on comprehen-
sive datasets, and verify the effectiveness of the pro-
posed method which outperforms state-of-the-art do-
main adaptation algorithms with a significant mar-
gin.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section
2, we discuss previous works related to ours and highlight
their differences. In Section 3, first we describe the prob-
lem and preliminaries of domain adaptation and then we
present our proposed method. Experiment results and dis-
cussions are presented in Section 4 and finally we draw
the conclusion in Section 5.
2 Related Work
In this section, we discuss previous works which are re-
lated to our method and analyze their differences.
In machine learning, domain adaptation is transfer
learning which aims to learn an effective predictive model
for a target domain without labeled data in leveraging
abundant existing labeled data of a different but related
source domain. Because the collection of large labeled
data as needed in traditional machine learning is often
prohibitive for many real-life applications, there is an in-
creasing interest on this young yet hot topic [16][19]. Ac-
cording to the taxonomy made in recent surveys [16][19]
[12], the proposed method falls down into the feature rep-
resentation category.
Recent popular methods embrace the dimensionality
reduction to seek a latent shared feature space between
the source and the target domain. Its core idea is to project
the original data into a low-dimensional latent space with
preserving important structure of original data. However,
[14] points out that direct application of Principal Compo-
nent Analysis (PCA) can not guarantee the preservation of
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discriminative data structures. Their proposed remedy is
to maximize the variance of the embedded data. Another
interesting idea in [14] is the use of a nonparametric crite-
rion, namely MaximumMean Discrepancy (MMD), based
on Reproducing Hilbert Space (RKHS) [2], to estimate
the distance between two distributions. Later, [15] fur-
ther improves [14] in terms of computational efficiency.
With JDA, [12] goes one step further and propose not only
to minimize the mismatch of the cross-domains marginal
probability distributions but also their conditional prob-
ability distributions based on the framework of [14, 15].
The proposed framework in this paper can be considered
as an extension of JDA with two major differences. First,
we seek not only for a latent subspace which minimizes
the mismatch of both the marginal and conditional proba-
bility distributions across domains, but also reinforces the
discriminative structure of sub-domains in original data.
We achieve this goal in introducing a novel term which
acts as repulsive force to drag away different sub-domains
both in source and target domain, respectively.
Note that we do not discuss the line of work in the lit-
erature on transfer learning which is embedded into deep
convolutional neural network as the features used in this
work are not deep features; Nevertheless we have noticed
their impressive performance, thanks to the combination
of the latest advances in transfer learning discussed above
with the cutting-edge understanding on the transferabil-
ity [7] of state-of-the-art deep neural networks, e.g., Deep
Adaptation Network(DAN) [11], etc. Mixing seamlessly
our proposed transfer knowledge model with state-of-the-
art deep networks will be the subject of our upcoming in-
vestigation.
3 Close Yet Discriminative Domain
Adaptation
In this section, we present in detail the proposed Close yet
Discriminative Domain Adaptation (CDDA) method.
3.1 Problem Statement
We begin with the definitions of notations and concepts
most of which we borrow directly from [12].
A domain D is defined as an m-dimensional feature
space χ and a marginal probability distribution P (x), i.e.,
D = {χ, P (x)} with x ∈ χ.
Given a specific domain D, a task T is composed of
a C-cardinality label set Y and a classifier f(x), i.e.,
T = {Y, f(x)}, where f(x) = Q(y|x) which can be in-
terpreted as the class conditional probability distribution
for each input sample x.
In unsupervised domain adaptation, we are given a
source domain DS = {xsi , ysi }nsi=1 with ns labeled sam-
ples, and a unlabeled target domain DT = {xtj}ntj=1 with
nt unlabeled samples with the assumption that source
domain DS and target domain DT are different, i.e.,
χS = χT , YS = YT , P(χS) 6= P(χT ), Q(YS |χS) 6=
Q(YT |χT ). We also define the notion of sub-domain, de-
noted as D(c)S , representing the set of samples in DS with
label c. Similarly, a sub-domain D(c)T can be defined for
the target domain as the set of samples in DT with label
c. However, as DT is the target domain with unlabeled
samples, a basic classifier, e.g., NN, is needed to attribute
pseudo labels for samples in DT .
The aim of the Close yet Discriminative Domain Adap-
tation (CDDA) is to learn a latent feature space with fol-
lowing properties: 1) the distances of both marginal and
conditional probability of source and target domains are
reduced; 2) The distances between each sub-domain to
the others, are increased in order to push them far away
from each other; 3) The deduction of label prediction is
imposed via two constraints, i.e., label consistency and
geometric structure of label space.
3.2 Latent Feature Space with Dimension-
ality Reduction
The finding of a latent feature space with dimensionality
reduction has been demonstrated useful in several previ-
ous works, e.g., [14, 15, 12], for domain adaptation. One
of its important properties is that original data is projected
to a lower dimensional space which is considered as prin-
cipal structure of data. In the proposed method, we also
apply the Principal Component Analysis (PCA). Mathe-
matically, given with an input data matrixX = [DS ,DT ],
X ∈ Rm×(ns+nt), the centering matrix is defined as
H = I− 1ns+nt1, where 1 is the (ns+nt)×(ns+nt) ma-
trix of ones. The optimization of PCA is to find a projec-
tion space A which maximizes the embedded data vari-
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ance.
max
ATA=I
tr(ATXHXTA) (1)
where tr(·) denotes the trace of a matrix,XHXT is the
data covariance matrix, and A ∈ Rm×k with m the fea-
ture dimension and k the dimension of the projected sub-
space. The optimal solution is calculated by solving an
eigendecomposition problem: XHXT = AΦ, where
Φ = diag(φ1, . . . , φk) are the k largest eigenvalues. Fi-
nally, the original data X is projected into the optimal
k-dimensional subspace using Z = ATX .
3.3 Closer: Marginal and Conditional Dis-
tribution Domain Adaptation
However, the feature space calculated via PCA is not suf-
ficiently good enough for our problem of domain adapta-
tion problem, for PCA only seeks to maximize the vari-
ance of the projected data from the two domains and does
not explicitly reduce their distribution mismatch [12, 11].
Since the distance of data distributions across domain can
also be empirically measured , we explicitly leverage the
nonparametric distance measurement MMD in RKHS [2]
to compute the distance between expectations of source
domain and target domain, once the original data pro-
jected into a low-dimensional feature space via. Formally,
the empirical distance of the two domains is defined as:
Distmarginal(DS ,DT ) =∥∥∥∥∥ 1ns ns∑i=1ATxi− 1nt ns+nt∑j=ns+1ATxj
∥∥∥∥∥
2
= tr(ATXM0X
TA)
(2)
where M0 represents the marginal distribution between
DS and DT and its calculation is obtained by:
(M0)ij =

1
nsns
, xi, xj ∈ DS
1
ntnt
, xi, xj ∈ DT
0, otherwise
(3)
where xi, xj ∈ (DS ∪ DT ). The difference between
the marginal distributions P(XS) and P(XT ) is reduced
in minimizing Distmarginal(DS ,DT ).
Similarly, the distance of conditional probability distri-
butions is defined as the sum of the empirical distances
over the class labels between the sub-domains of a same
label in the source and target domain:
Distconditional
C∑
c=1
(DSc,DT c) =∥∥∥∥∥ 1n(c)s ∑
xi∈DS (c)
ATxi − 1
n
(c)
t
∑
xj∈DT (c)
ATxj
∥∥∥∥∥
2
= tr(ATXMcX
TA)
(4)
where C is the number of classes, DS (c) = {xi : xi ∈
DS ∧ y(xi = c)} represents the cth sub-domain in the
source domain, n(c)s =
∥∥∥DS (c)∥∥∥
0
is the number of sam-
ples in the cth source sub-domain. DT (c) and n(c)t are
defined similarly for the target domain. Finally, Mc rep-
resents the conditional distribution between sub-domains
in DS and DT and it is defined as:
(Mc)ij =

1
n
(c)
s n
(c)
s
, xi, xj ∈ DS (c)
1
n
(c)
t n
(c)
t
, xi, xj ∈ DT (c)
−1
n
(c)
s n
(c)
t
,
{
xi ∈ DS (c), xj ∈ DT (c)
xi ∈ DT (c), xj ∈ DS (c)
0, otherwise
(5)
In minimizing Distconditional
C∑
c=1
(DSc, DT c), the
mismatch of conditional distributions between DSc and
DT c is reduced.
3.4 More discriminative:Repulsive Force
Domain Adaptation
The latent feature subspace obtained by the joint marginal
and conditional domain adaptation as in JDA, is to reduce
the differences between the source and target domain. As
such, two spaces of data are attracted to be close to each
other. However, their model has ignored an important
property for the elaboration of an effective predictor, i.e.,
the preservation or reinforcement of discriminative infor-
mation related to sub-domains. In this paper, we introduce
a novel repulsive force domain adaption, which aims to
increase the distances of sub-domains with different la-
bels, so as to improve the discriminative power of the la-
tent shared features and thereby making it possible better
predictive model for the target domain. To sum up, we
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aim to generate a latent feature space where the discrep-
ancy between domains is reduced while simultaneously
the distances between sub-domains of different labels are
increased for an reinforced discriminative power of the
underlying latent feature space.
Specifically, the repulsive force domain adaptation
is defined as: Distrepulsive = DistrepulsiveS→T +
DistrepulsiveT→S , where S → T and T → S index the dis-
tances computed from DS to DT and DT to DS , respec-
tively. DistrepulsiveS→T represents the sum of the distances
between each source sub-domain DS (c) and all the target
sub-domains DT (r); r∈{{1...C}−{c}} except the one with
the label c. The sum of these distances is explicitly de-
fined as:
DistrepulsiveS→T =
C∑
c=1
∥∥∥∥∥∥ 1n(c)s ∑xi∈DS (c) ATxi − 1∑r∈{{1...C}−{c}}n(r)t
∑
xj∈D(r)T
ATxj
∥∥∥∥∥∥
2
=
C∑
c=1
tr(ATXMS→TXTA)
(6)
where MS→T is defined as
(MS→T )ij =

1
n
(c)
s n
(c)
s
, xi, xj ∈ DS (c)
1
n
(r)
t n
(r)
t
, xi, xj ∈ DT (r)
−1
n
(c)
s n
(r)
t
,
{
xi ∈ DS (c), xj ∈ DT (r)
xi ∈ DT (r), xj ∈ DS (c)
0, otherwise
(7)
Symmetrically, DistrepulsiveT→S represents the sum of the
distances from each target sub-domain DT (c) to all the
the source sub-domains DS (r); r∈{{1...C}−{c}} except the
source sub-domain with the label c. Similarly, the sum of
these distances is explicitly defined as:
DistrepulsiveT→S =
C∑
c=1
∥∥∥∥∥∥ 1n(c)s ∑xi∈DT (c) ATxi − 1∑r∈{{1...C}−{c}}n(r)t
∑
xj∈D(r)S
ATxj
∥∥∥∥∥∥
2
=
C∑
c=1
tr(ATXMT→SXTA)
(8)
where MT→S is defined as
(MT→S)ij =

1
n
(c)
t n
(c)
t
, xi, xj ∈ DT (c)
1
n
(r)
s n
(r)
s
, xi, xj ∈ DS (r)
−1
n
(c)
t n
(r)
s
,
{
xi ∈ DT (c), xj ∈ DS (r)
xi ∈ DS (r), xj ∈ DT (c)
0, otherwise
(9)
Finally, we obtain
Distrepulsive =
C∑
c=1
tr(ATX(MS→T + MT→S)XTA)
(10)
We define Mcˆ = MS→T + MT→S as the repulsive
force constraint matrix.While the minimization of Eq.(5)
and Eq.(4) makes closer both marginal and conditional
distributions between source and target, the maximiza-
tion of Eq.(10) increases the distances between source and
target sub-domains with different labels, thereby improve
the discriminative power of the underlying latent feature
space.
3.5 Label Deduction
In a number of domain adaptation methods, e.g.,[14, 15,
12, 18], the simple Nearest Neighbor (NN) classifier is ap-
plied for label deduction. In JDA, NN-based label deduc-
tion is applied twice at each iteration. NN is first applied
to the target domain in order to generate the pseudo labels
of the target data and enable the computation of the condi-
tional probability distance as defined in section 3.3. Once
the optimized latent subspace NN identified, NN is then
applied once again at the end of an iteration for the label
prediction of the target domain. However, NN could not
be a good classifier, given the fact that it is usually based
on a L2 or L1 distance. It could fall short to measure the
similarity of source and target domain data which may
be embedded into a manifold with complex data struc-
ture. Furthermore, the cross-domain discrepancy still ex-
ists, even within a reduced latent feature space.
To respect the underlying data manifold structure and
better bridge the mismatch between the source and tar-
get domain distributions, we further propose in this pa-
per two consistency constraints, namely label smoothness
consistency and geometric structure consistency for both
the pseudo and final label prediction.
Label Smoothness Consistency (LSC) is defined as:
Distlable =
C∑
j=1
ns+nt∑
i=1
∥∥∥Y(T )i,j −Y(0)i,j ∥∥∥ (11)
where Y = YS ∪ YT , Y(T )i,j is the probability of ith
data belonging to jth class after Tth iteration. Y
(0)
i,j is the
initial prediction, and is defined as:
6
Y
(0)
S(ij) =
{
y
(0)
S(ij) = 1 (1 ≤ i ≤ ns), j = c, yij ∈ D
(c)
S
0 else
Y
(0)
T(ij) =

y
(0)
T(ij) = 1 ((ns + 1) ≤ i ≤ ns + nt), j = c,
yij ∈ D(c)T
0 else
(12)
Geometric Structure Consistency (GSC) is defined
as:
YTLY = YT (I−D− 12 WD− 12 )Y =
ns+nt∑
i=1
dii
(
yi√
dii
)2
−
ns+nt∑
i,j=1
dii
(
yi√
di
yj√
dj
)2
wij
= 12
ns+nt∑
i,j=1
wij
(
yi√
dii
− yj√
djj
)2 ,
(13)
where W = [wij ](ns+nt)×(ns+nt) is an affinity matrix
[13], with wij giving the affinity between two samples i
and j and defined as wij = exp(−‖xi−xj‖
2
2σ2 ) if i 6= j and
wii = 0 otherwise, D = diag{d11...d(ns+nt),(ns+nt)}
is the degree matrix with dii =
∑
j wij . When Eq.(13)
is minimized, the geometric structure consistency ensures
that the label space does not change too much between
nearby data.
3.6 Learning Algorithm
Our proposed domain adaptation integrates the marginal
and conditional distribution and repulsive force, as well as
the final label prediction using both label smoothness and
geometric structure consistencies. Our model is defined
as:
min(Distmarginal +Distconditional +Distlabel + YTLY)
+ max(Distrepulsive)
(14)
It can be re-written mathematically as:
min
ATXHXTA=I

C∑
c=0
tr(ATXMcX
TA) + λ ‖A‖2F
+
C∑
j=1
ns+nt∑
i=1
∥∥∥Y(T )ij −Y(0)ij ∥∥∥+ YTLY

+ max
ATXHXTA=I
tr(ATXMcˆX
TA)
(15)
Direct solution to this problem is nontriv-
ial. We divide it into two sub-problems: (1)
min
ATXHXTA=I
(
C∑
c=0
tr(ATXMcydX
TA) + λ ‖A‖2F
)
,
where Mcyd =
C∑
c=0
Mc −Mcˆ and (2)
min
ATXHXTA=I
(
C∑
j=1
ns+nt∑
i=1
∥∥∥Y(T )ij −Y(0)ij ∥∥∥+ YTLY
)
.
These two sub-problems are then iteratively optimized.
The first sub-problem, as explained in JDA, amounts to
solving the generalized eigendecomposition problem,i.e.,
(XMcydX
T+λI)A = XHXTAΦ. Then, we obtain the
adaptation matrixA and the underlying embedding space
Z.
The second sub-problem is nontrivial. Inspired by the
solution proposed in [22] [10] [20], the minimum is ap-
proached where the derivative of the function is zero. An
approximate solution can be provided by:
Y? = (D− αW)−1Y (0) (16)
where Y ? is the probability of prediction of the target do-
main corresponding to different class labels.
The complete learning algorithm is summarized in Al-
gorithm 1.
4 Experiments
In this section, we validate the effectiveness of our pro-
posed domain adaptation model, i.e., CDDA, on several
datasets for cross-domain image classification task.
4.1 Benchmarks
In domain adaptation, USPS+MINIST, COIL20, PIE and
office+Caltech are standard benchmarks for the purpose
of evaluation and comparison with state of the art. In this
paper, we follow the data preparation as most previous
works. We construct 36 datasets for different image clas-
sification tasks. They are: (1) the USPS and MINIST
datasets of digits, but with different distribution probabil-
ities. We built the cross-domains as: USPS vs MNIST and
MNIST vs USPS; (2) the COIL20 dataset with 20 classes,
split into COIL1 vs COIL2 and COIL2 vs COIL1; (3) the
PIE face database with different face poses, of which five
subsets are selected, denoted as PIE1, PIE2, etc., result-
ing in 5 × 4 = 20 domain adaptation tasks, i.e., PIE1
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Algorithm 1: Close yet Discriminative Domain
Adaptation (CDDA)
Input: Data X, Source domain label YS , subspace
bases k, iterations T , regularization parameter
λ and α
1 while ∼ isempty(X,YS) and t < T do
2 Step 1: Construct Mc and Mcˆ ;
3 Step 2: Projection space calculation
4 (i) Calculate Mcyd = Mc −Mcˆ;
5 (ii) Solve the generalized eigendecomposition
problem as in Eq.(15) and obtain adaptation
matrix A, then embed data via the
transformation, Z = ATX;
6 Step 3: Labels deduction
7 if ∼ isempty(Z,YS) then
8 (i) construct the label matrix Y(0);
9 (ii) initialize the graph G, construct the
affinity matrixW and diagonal matrixD;
10 (iii) obtain Yfinal in solving Eq.(16);
11 else
12 break;
13 Step 4: update pseudo target labels
{Y(T )T = Yfinal [:, (ns + 1) : (ns + nt)]};
14 Step 5: Return to Step1; t = t+ 1;
Output: Adaptation matrix A, embedding Z, Target
domain labels Y(T )T
vs PIE 2 . . . PIE5 vs PIE 4; (4) Office and Caltech-
256. Office contains three real-world datasets: Ama-
zon(images downloaded from online merchants), Web-
cam(low resolution images) and DSLR( high-resolution
images by digital web camera). Caltech-256 is stan-
dard dataset for object recognition, which contains 30,607
images for 31 categories. We denote the dataset Ama-
zon,Webcam,DSLR,and Caltech-256 as A,W,D,and C,
respectively. 4×3 = 12 domain adaptation tasks can then
be constructed, namely A→ W . . . C→ D, respectively.
4.2 Baseline Methods
The proposed CDDA method is compared with six meth-
ods of the literature, excluding only CNN-based works,
given the fact that we are not using deep features. They
are: (1)1-Nearest Neighbor Classifier(NN); (2) Prin-
cipal Component Analysis (PCA) +NN; (3) Geodesic
Flow Kernel(GFK) [8] + NN; (4) Transfer Component
Analysis(TCA) [15] +NN; (5)Transfer Subspace Learn-
ing(TSL) [18] +NN; (6) Joint Domain Adaptation (JDA)
[12] +NN. Note that TCA and TSL can be viewed as spe-
cial case of JDA with C = 0, and JDA a special case of
the proposed CDDA method when the repulsive force do-
main adaptation is ignored and the label generation is sim-
ply based on NN instead of the label propagation with la-
bel smoothness and geometric structure consistency con-
straints.
All the reported performance scores of the six methods
of the literature are directly collected from the authors’
publication. They are assumed to be their best perfor-
mance.
4.3 Experimental Setup
For the problem of domain adaptation, it is not possible
to tune a set of optimal hyper-parameters, given the fact
that the target domain has no labeled data. Following the
setting of JDA, we also evaluate the proposed CDDA by
empirically searching the parameter space for the optimal
settings. Specifically, the proposed CDDA method has
three hyper-parameters, i.e., the subspace dimension k,
regularization parameters λ and α. In our experiments,
we set k = 100 and 1) λ = 0.1, and α = 0.99 for USPS,
MNIST and COIL20 , 2) λ = 0.1, α = 0.2 for PIE, 3)
λ = 1, α = 0.99 for Office and Caltech-256.
In our experiment, accuracy on the test dataset is the
evaluation measurement. It is widely used in literature,
e.g.,[14, 12, 11], etc.
Accuracy = |x:x∈DT∧yˆ(x)=y(x)||x:x∈DT | (17)
whereDT is the target domain treated as test data, yˆ(x) is
the predicted label and y(x) is the ground truth label for a
test data x.
4.4 Experimental Results and Discussion
The classification accuracies of the proposed CDDA
method and the six baseline methods are shown in Ta-
ble.1. and illustrated in Fig.1. for the clarity of compari-
son.
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Figure 2: Accuracy(%) on the 36 cross-domain image classification tasks using 4 different image datasets, each under
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Figure 3: Parameter sensitivity and convergence analysis: (a) accuracy w.r.t #iterations; (b) accuracy w.r.t regular-
ization parameter α.
In Table.1, the highest accuracy for each cross-domain
adaptation task is highlighted in bold. For a better un-
derstanding of the proposed CDDA, we evaluate the pro-
posed CDDA method using two settings: (1) CDDA(a)
where simple NN is used as label predictor instead of
the proposed label propagation; and (2) CDDA(b) where
the proposed label propagation is activated for the predic-
tion of target data labels. As CDDA is reduced to JDA
when repulsive force domain adaptation and label propa-
gation are not integrated, the setting CDDA(a) enables to
quantify the contribution of adding the repulsive force do-
main adaptation w.r.t. JDA whereas the setting CDDA(b)
makes it possible to evidence the contribution of the pro-
posed label propagation in comparison with CDDA(a) and
highlight the overall behavior of the proposed method.
As can be seen in Table.1 , the proposed CDDA depicts
an overall average accuracy of 60.12% and 62.92%, re-
spectively, with respect to the above two settings. They
both outperform the six baseline algorithms with a large
margin. With the repulsive force integrated and NN as
label predictor, CDDA(a) outperforms JDA on 30 cross-
domain tasks out of 36 and improves JDA’s overall av-
erage accuracy by roughly 3 points, thereby demonstrat-
ing the effectiveness of the proposed repulsive force do-
main adaptation. Now, in adopting the proposed label
propagation under the constraint of both label smooth-
ness and geometric structure consistency, CDDA(b) fur-
ther improves CDDA(a) by roughly 2 points in terms of
overall average accuracy and outperforms JDA by more
than 4 points. Compared with the baseline methods, the
proposed CDDA method consistently shows its superior-
ity and depicts the best average accuracy over all the four
datasets (USPS+MINIST, COIL20, PIE, Amazon). As
can be seen in Fig.2, CDDA(b) as represented by the red
curve is on the top of the other curves along the axis of 36
cross-domain image classification tasks. It is worth not-
ing that the proposed CDDA depicts 99.65 accuracy on
COIL20; This is rather an unexpected impressive score
given the unsupervised nature of the domain adaptation
for the target domain.
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Table 1: Quantitative comparisons with the baseline
methods: Accuracy(%) on 36 cross-domain image clas-
sifications on four different datasets
Datasets NN PCA GFK TCA TSL JDA CDDA(a) CDDA(b)
USPS vs MNIST 44.70 44.95 46.45 51.05 53.75 59.65 62.05 70.75
MNIST vs USPS 65.94 66.22 67.22 56.28 66.06 67.28 76.22 82.33
COIL1 vs COIL2 83.61 84.72 72.50 88.47 88.06 89.31 91.53 99.58
COIL2 vs COIL1 82.78 84.03 74.17 85.83 87.92 88.47 93.89 99.72
PIE1 vs PIE2 26.09 24.80 26.15 40.76 44.08 58.81 60.22 65.32
PIE1 vs PIE3 26.59 25.18 27.27 41.79 47.49 54.23 58.70 62.81
PIE1 vs PIE4 30.67 29.26 31.15 59.63 62.78 84.50 83.48 83.54
PIE1 vs PIE5 16.67 16.30 17.59 29.35 36.15 49.75 54.17 56.07
PIE2 vs PIE1 24.49 24.22 25.24 41.81 46.28 57.62 62.33 63.69
PIE2 vs PIE3 46.63 45.53 47.37 51.47 57.60 62.93 64.64 61.27
PIE2 vs PIE4 54.07 53.35 54.25 64.73 71.43 75.82 79.90 82.37
PIE2 vs PIE5 26.53 25.43 27.08 33.70 35.66 39.89 44.00 46.63
PIE3 vs PIE1 21.37 20.95 21.82 34.69 36.94 50.96 58.46 56.72
PIE3 vs PIE2 41.01 40.45 43.16 47.70 47.02 57.95 59.73 58.26
PIE3 vs PIE4 46.53 46.14 46.41 56.23 59.45 68.45 77.20 77.83
PIE3 vs PIE5 26.23 25.31 26.78 33.15 36.34 39.95 47.24 41.24
PIE4 vs PIE1 32.95 31.96 34.24 55.64 63.66 80.58 83.10 81.84
PIE4 vs PIE2 62.68 60.96 62.92 67.83 72.68 82.63 82.26 85.27
PIE4 vs PIE3 73.22 72.18 73.35 75.86 83.52 87.25 86.64 86.95
PIE4 vs PIE5 37.19 35.11 37.38 40.26 44.79 54.66 58.33 53.80
PIE5 vs PIE1 18.49 18.85 20.35 26.98 33.28 46.46 48.02 57.44
PIE5 vs PIE2 24.19 23.39 24.62 29.90 34.13 42.05 45.61 53.84
PIE5 vs PIE3 28.31 27.21 28.49 29.9 36.58 53.31 52.02 55.27
PIE5 vs PIE4 31.24 30.34 31.33 33.64 38.75 57.01 55.99 61.82
C→ A 23.70 36.95 41.02 38.20 44.47 44.78 48.33 52.09
C→W 25.76 32.54 40.68 38.64 34.24 41.69 44.75 47.12
C→ D 25.48 38.22 38.85 41.40 43.31 45.22 48.41 45.86
A→ C 26.00 34.73 40.25 37.76 37.58 39.36 42.12 41.32
A→W 29.83 35.59 38.98 37.63 33.90 37.97 41.69 38.31
A→ D 25.48 27.39 36.31 33.12 26.11 39.49 37.58 38.22
W→ C 19.86 26.36 30.72 29.30 29.83 31.17 31.97 33.30
W→ A 22.96 31.00 29.75 30.06 30.27 32.78 37.27 41.75
W→ D 59.24 77.07 80.89 87.26 87.26 89.17 87.90 89.81
D→ C 26.27 29.65 30.28 31.70 28.50 31.52 34.64 33.66
D→ A 28.50 32.05 32.05 32.15 27.56 33.09 33.51 33.61
D→W 63.39 75.93 75.59 86.10 85.42 89.49 90.51 93.22
Average (USPS) 55.32 55.59 56.84 53.67 59.90 63.47 69.14 76.54
Average (COIL) 83.20 84.38 73.34 87.15 87.99 88.89 92.71 99.65
Average (PIE) 34.76 33.85 35.35 44.75 49.43 60.24 63.10 64.60
Average (Amazon) 31.37 39.79 42.95 43.61 42.37 46.31 48.22 49.02
Overall Average 37.46 39.84 41.19 47.22 49.80 57.37 60.12 62.02
Using COIL2 vs COIL1, and C→W datasets, we also
empirically check the convergence and the sensitivity of
the proposed CDDA with respect to the hyper-parameters.
Similar trends can be observed on all the other datasets.
The accuracy w.r.t. #iterations is shown in Fig.3 (a).
As can be seen there, the performance of the proposed
CDDA along with JDA becomes stable after about 10 it-
erations.
In the experiment, CDDA have two settings: two pa-
rameters (k and λ) in CDDA(a) and three (k, λ and α)
in CDDA(b). The accuracy variation w.r.t regulariza-
tion parameter α is shown in Fig.3 (b), which indicates
CDDA(b) achieves the best performance when α is close
to 0.99 in COIL20 and the performance is more or less
stable when α is less than 0.99. Given a novel dataset, we
tune the parameter α in the range [0.001,1]. For instance,
in the PIE database, we set the optimal α to 0.2. The other
parameters, i.e., k and λ, also converge. Their behavior is
not shown here due to space limitation.
5 Conclusion and Future Work
In this paper, we have proposed a Close yet Discrimina-
tive Domain Adaptation (CDDA) method based on fea-
ture representation. Comprehensive experiments on 36
cross-domain datasets highlight the interest of reinforcing
the data discriminative properties within the model and
label propagation in respect of the geometric structure of
the underlying data manifold, and verify the effectiveness
of proposed method compared with six baseline methods
of the literature.
Our future work will concentrate on embedding the
proposed method in deep networks and study other vision
tasks, e.g., object detection, within the setting of transfer
learning.
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